
  

 

Abstract— At present, there is an exponential rise of data from 

almost various parts of applications where storage problems and 

data availability issues can be solved by adoption grid 

infrastructure. Unfortunately, performing distributed datamining 

is a trivial task over grid owing to multiple forms of local model of 

mining algorithms. Hence, this paper presents a discussion of two 

parallel topic i.e. complexity of mining big data and distributed 

analytical operation over grids. Hence, this paper introduces a 

novel architecture that identifies the potential charecteristics and 

limiting features of software framework MapReduce and perform 

suitable enhancement on the top of the architecture. The study 

outcome was found with better response time to carry out 

distributed mining and lower computational cost with respect to 

conventional mining approaches. 

 
Keywords—Grid, Data Mining, Data Analytics, Hadoop, 

MapReduce, Big Data  

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advancement of the telecommunication standard 

and technologies, adoption of enterprise-based mobile 

application has tremendously increased in last 5 years [1]. 

Because of this, the community of data storage and management 

are encountering few challenges. Although, the problems of 

storage is less signified, but problems of data management is 

increasing day by day [2]. An effective data management calls 

for making the data ready for analytical operations too. In order 

to solve the problems of data pervasiveness, grid infrastructure 

is highly preferred backbone network. However, the challenges 

always lie in carrying out analytical operations over it. 15 years 

back it was easy to store and analyze the generated data, but now 

it has become a nightmare. At present, there are trillions of 

Giga-bytes of data being generated every millisecond from 

different parts of the earth [3]. This data is called as big data and 

the critical problem with such data is that it doesn’t comply with 

any standard database model in terms of rows and columns. 

Hence, not only such data are difficult to be stored in grid but 

also it poses a significant challenge in performing mining 

operation on it. Fig.1 shows the evolution of Big Data problems 

where it is shown that the problems are of three types i.e. i) Data 

Volume, ii) Data velocity, and iii) Data variety [4][5].  The 

prime reason of data volume is mobile applications and other 

multiple sources of data (e.g. sensors), where sizes increases 

right from megabyte to petabytes. Similarly, data velocity 
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problem arises due to growing dynamic demands of task from 

users over networks. 10 years back, the data were analyzed 

using batch process, which is a slower one. Slowly, the periodic 

process has come which are currently in practice. But there are 

many applications where data are generated almost real-time 

(e.g. Internet-of-Things) increasing the challenge of analysis to 

a multifold [6][7]. Likewise, as data are generated from multiple 

sources, hence there will be higher degree of data variety, which 

cannot be sorted so easily. The problem becomes much worst 

when it comes to grid as it uses multiple mining models over 

multiple warehouses. 
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Fig. 1 Evolving problems of Big Data 

 
The existing standard framework e.g. Hadoop and 

MapReduce has proven to be efficient tool for distributed data 

storage and mining [8]. Although, such tools are efficient for 

distributed mining larger set of data but not the data bearing the 

properties of Big Data efficiently. Hence, this paper discusses 

about a novel architecture with following contribution, i) to 

present a distributed mining over grid infrastructure, ii) to 

enhance the capabilities of MapReduce operations, iii) to 

develop an algorithm that indirectly addresses redundancy 

problem and leverages data quality while mining, iv) to consider 

the synthetic big data in order to assess the proposed system. 

Section II discusses about the significant literature on 

distributed mining followed by brief discussion on problem 

identification in Section III. Proposed system is discussed in 

Section IV followed by details of algorithm. Section V 

highlights about the accomplished result of the study followed 

by Section VII for briefing the summarized findings of the study 

as conclusion. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

This section discusses about the work being carried out in 

distributed mining for large and massive data. Our prior work 

has reviewed existing research contribution over analytics [9]. 

We have also discussed a novel clustering technique for 

distributed datamining over grid [10]. This section will add 

updates about the literatures that have been referred while 

forming the idea of proposed system. 

Guo et al. [11] have used Hadoop in order to carry out 

distributed mining operation. The technique uses k-means 

algorithm for carrying out clustering. Bhaduri and Stolpe [12] 

have presented a distributed algorithm for analyzing over 

wireless networks. The study have mainly discussed about 

distributed clustering to find that it minimizes cost of 

computation. Another distributed mining was presented by Cao 

et al. [13] have been presented for fall detection of patient 

suffering from stroke. The study has used fog computing. There 

are also studies being initiated to analyze big data. Ceri et al. 

[14] have discussed a modelling of mining operation in big data. 

The work carried out by Cesario et al. [15] has developed a 

prototype application for framework of distributed mining. The 

study has used caching charecteristics of machine along with 

frequent itemsets. Clemm et al. [16] have discussed a model of 

analytics over network data. A high-level architecture was 

presented in this study using a specific data model. The system 

supports a streamed communication between the analytic 

services and network administrator. Edwards et al. [17] have 

used Hadoop-based approach in order to carry out analysis for 

large data. The study has used the dataset of power section and 

applied conventional MapReduce to perform mining. One of the 

recent and significant works has been carried out by Gong et al. 

[18], who have experimentally developed a predictive 

framework using logical regression over healthcare database. 

With more focus on leveraging security problems, the study has 

utilized a logistic regression technique to ensure privacy, 

scalability, and efficiency. Jiaxiang et al. [19] have developed a 

geographical grid in order to perform mining along with outlier 

removal. Liu et al. [20] have presented a model for performing 

parallel analytical operation in distributed manner in order to 

enhance the intelligence of the system. Malensek et al. [21] have 

briefed about a system that considers simulating discrete event 

and then performing mining on the top of it. Study on distributed 

mining operation over grids has been carried out by Mitra and 

Cai [22]. The authors have presented a game-based modelling 

approach on traffic-management data in order to perform 

analysis. Perner [23] have developed a reasoning-based 

approach for extracting the knowledge from the data stored. 

Yaun et al. [24] have presented an unique analytical modelling 

called as OceanST that performs distributed analysis using 

spatial and temporal data from mobile networks. With an aid of 

experimental methodologies, the authors have used MongoDB 

over 3 TB of data. 

Studies towards distributed mining approaches have both 

advantages and limitation. The next section discusses about the 

problem identifications. 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

After reviewing the existing literatures, it has been found that 

majority of the existing studies towards distributed mining 

process has not been actually carried out considering grid 

environment and the complexities associated with it. It can be 

just said that existing research contributed to mining operations 

over lesser degree of complexities. Another observation is about 

the tools usage i.e. Hadoop platform is frequently in use. Well, 

the standard software framework Hadoop and MapReduce has 

its own advantages as well as limitations too. When it comes to 

mining operation, MapReduce is mainly preferred. Deployment 

of MapReduce incurs certain problem when distributed mining 

over grid is chosen. The biggest problem with usage of 

MapReduce is its static pipelining process between the mapper 

and reducers which are always fixed from the library itself.  

Data storage over grid is not much challenging to perform 

mining operation, however, if the data is of the form of Big Data 

than existing mining algorithms are not applicable. This is 

because big data cannot be stored over conventional database 

management system and hence it closes all the doors for 

traditional mining operation. Although Hadoop and HBase 

significantly assist in this data transformation process (i.e. 

altering unstructured/semi-structured to structured data), but 

again they are only acting as distributed storage and not for 

mining. Another bigger problem in performing distributed 

mining over grid using MapReduce is that it doesn’t have much 

supportability of iterations or recursions for which purpose it is 

also highly sensitive to attributes of configurations. The 

problem pertaining to MapReduce over analyzing big data was 

also discussed in the study of Grolinger et al. [25]. Some of the 

other significant problems that are less spoken of in MapReduce 

are-delay in generating response are directly proportional to 

degree of data heterogeneity (or number of different data types 

involved).  

If the data generated are highly heterogeneous that it calls for 

increase of number of Mappers in which case the scalability of 

MapReduce is questionable. Normally, with the incorporation 

of the various data over the grid the system of the MapReduce 

encounters another problem i.e. identification of anomalies. 

Another problem is that reducer’s operation, which should be 

further optimized. A large and massive data are also 

high-dimensional data and hence subspace clustering becomes 

one non-evitable factor. Although, MapReduce offers good 

services in this, but problems occurs when the data is 

exponentially growing over a shorter period of time. Till date, 

majority of the research work carried out in this regards are not 

found to entertain such problems. Moreover existing research 

contributions towards distributed datamining are not even 

benchmarked, which makes quite a difficult task to rank existing 

distributed mining techniques. Moreover, we also find that there 

are less amount of studies being carried out considering grid 

infrastructure. So, we can say from the trend of studies that 

MapReduce is the better option for analyzing big data over Grid 

by fine tuning its features. The next section discusses our 

contribution in this regards. 

IV. SOPHISTICATED ARCHITECTURE OF DISTRIBUTED 

MINING 

The SADM mainly targets to perform distributive analysis of 

the large and massive big data that are stored over grids using 
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standard software framework called as MapReduce.  However, 

we bring certain changes in the operations of MapReduce in 

order to enhance the analytical power over Big Data. The 

schematic diagram of SADM is highlighted in Fig.2. 

The criteria for input files to SADM are that it should be large 

files with more than 20 columns and more than 1 Lakh rows of 

data. Moreover each data should have different data types in 

order to bring heterogeneity factor. Such data can be collected 

or even can be synthetically generated and are considered to be 

stored over grids. One of the interesting points to understand in 

SADM is that it inserts its algorithm in between the MapReduce 

operation as all the calls either to Mappers or to reducers are not 

dependent on each other. Following are the steps of work 

process of SADM: 

 Before feeding the input data to Mapper, SADM subjects all 

input data to Algorithm-1 that is responsible for mining the 

level of significance value (statistical) among the data. This 

assists in exploring more ranges and importance of the data 

being processed, which are further forwarded to the 

respective mapper. The output of this is then directly fed to 

respective Mapper. 

 A precursory computation is carried out by the respective 

Mappers after organizing its input data (output of 

Algorithm-1). This function is than followed by 

mathematical operation (addition and multiplication) in 

order to associate key with all objects of an intermediate 

data. This operation also results in generating an unique key 

obtained by grouping all the scores of intermediate map 

objects. 

 From the conventional design of MapReduce, it is known that 

there are many possibilities of values for one key. Hence, a 

new object is developed for performing Recursive Function, 

which is used for repositing unique key’s value where were 

added by respective Mappers in intermediate phase. Now 

the output of this processing is ready for reducers. 

 Different from conventional design of MapReduce, we don’t 

directly feed the outcome of Mappers to reducers. Instead, 

we perform recursive operation and then we subject it to 

Algorithm-2 which is responsible for splitting the data. This 

algorithm uses data correlation in order to eliminate data 

redundancies and splitted data are grouped accordingly, 

which not only increases mining performance but also yields 

better data quality. We also implement Algorithm-3 in for 

extracting more statistical patterns from the input data. The 

significant advantage is exploration of statistical patterns 

which cannot be performed by existing MapReduce 

libraries. The outcome is now ready to be fed to reduces 

 The outcome from Algorithm-2 and Algorithm-3 are now 

subjected to reducer, which is responsible for adding a pair 

of key in order to generate the respective output which 

consists of respective output key and output values. 

Hence, the inclusion of the three algorithms enhances the 

computational performance of MapReduce in order to make the 

framework suitable to perform distributed mining over grid. The 

next section elaborates about the algorithm implementation. 
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Fig. 2 Proposed SADM

 

V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

The core aim of the algorithm design is to perform distributed 

mining operation using MapReduce. We use a synthetic data 

with size of one data being 123524 rows and 30 Columns. Such 

data posses the properties of high volume, heterogeneity, and 

uncertainty as well as highly unstructured. Basically, all the 

algorithms are intended to extract a specific set of significant 
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knowledge from the large and massive data residing over the 

grids. 

A. Algorithm for Mining Highest Significance 

One of the challenging problems in performing mining 

operation over the grid is to find out the highest significant 

value, which is again a maximum logical value of any specific 

mining requirements. Referring to Fig.3, the incoming big data 

are stored in distributed manner over multiple clusters over the 

grid, which is managed by a grid manager node. The proposed 

algorithm runs over the grid manager, which can perform 

distributed analytical operation. 

Cluster-1

Cluster-2

Cluster-n

Grid Manager

Proposed 

Algorithm

Incoming Big Data

 
Fig. 3 Implementation scenario of Algorithm-1 

 

The algorithm takes the input of db (Large data), Or 

(Operation to read data), m (missing data), dv(default value), 

logimr (logical mining requirement), which after processing 

gives the output of φ (significance). 

Algorithm for Mining Highest Significance 

Input: db, Or, m, dv, logimr  

Output: φ  

Start 

1.  Init db, 

2. Ordb(mdv) 

3. φreg(max(logimr)) 

End 

The algorithm initially reposits the big data over distributed 

clusters. The study uses MapReduce for this purpose. Initially, 

the algorithm looks for missing values m within the database db, 

which can be suitably altered by default value dv. The algorithm 

can also perform selection of any specific range of columns and 

rows of data too within big data. However, we choose to read 

the complete data. Using MapReduce library, the smaller bits of 

the big data that are distributed over grid are received while 

generation of the final data is carried out by reducer. A register 

function reg is deployed which will be responsible for searching 

the logical mining requirement from the database.  

B. Algorithm for Data Splitting 

The response time of a mining algorithm can be minimized if 

it posses the capability of faster search techniques. As big data 

also has dimensionality problems, hence it is essential to 

perform subspace clustering. However, speeding up the process 

of subspace clustering can be only done if the system can split 

the incoming big data over multiple Mappers and finally reducer 

can be used to aggregate the findings.  The implementation 

scenario (Fig.4) shows that process of data splitting in order to 

ease off the complexities in mining large and distributed data 

over grid. 

Grid ManagerIncoming Big Data

Data Split

β1

β2

βn

βquery<r
Generate 

structnew
db2

db1

dbn

db

 
Fig. 4 Implementation scenario of Algorithm-2 

 

The inputs for this algorithm are slightly different and this 

algorithm works almost in parallel to algorithm-1. The 

algorithm considers the input to be c (specific number of 

columns under observation), C (Total Columns), β (Data 

correlation) which upon processing leads to structured splitted 

data (structnew). 

Algorithm for Data Splitting 

Input: c, C, β 

Output: Structured Splitted data  

Start 

1. init c, Cc   

2. β=corr(logicc) //does by mapper 

3. r=(βstart || βend) //reducer 

4. For (i=1:max(c)) 

5.     If (βquery<r) 

6.        ][)( highmedlowdatastruct   

7.     else 

8.     Apply Algorithm 3 

9. End 

10. Structnew= [db1 db2       dbr] 

End 

One of the biggest problems in mining distributed data over 

grid is to identify the anomalies. Existing MapReduce library 

doesn’t handle this problem. Hence, we choose to carry out 

computation of data correlation β using simple model illustrated 

in [26]. However, we restrict our correlation evaluation process 

only to certain columns c of relevant data from total columns C. 

This process will extend more flexibility in generating 

customized search and mining operation with faster response 

time as it doesn’t have to process all columns. This operation is 

added to mapper module and thereby the operation of 

MapReduce is now enhanced. We balance the other part by 

concatenating all the generated correlation β in reducer module. 

Hence, this is a novel change in MapReduce operation now 

where concatenated value represents maximum practical value 

of correlation. Hence, it is expected that all the queried 

correlation should be within this limit of r to generate further 

prioritizing the data based on correlational ranks. Ultimately, 

the algorithm generates split data, which enhances the 

conventional operation of MapReduce. 

C. Algorithm for Mining Descriptive Statistical Pattern 

The mining operation can be further enhanced if the system is 

able to extract the statistical pattern of data. This algorithm is an 

alternate function that will be operational when the queried 

correlation β is found more than the concatenated value r (as 

shown in algorithm-2). The implementation scenario of this 
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algorithm is shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig. 5 Implementation scenario of Algorithm-3 

 

The algorithm takes the input of vi (specific variable of 

different column) and μ (mean). At present, the MapReduce can 

only perform invoked statistical operation, but it cannot 

compute any specific pattern just on the basis of statistical data. 

Hence, the contribution of this algorithm is to mine significant 

amount of knowledge just on the basis of statistical pattern. 

Algorithm Mining Descriptive Statistical Pattern 

Input: vi, μ 

Output: var, α  

Start 

1. init vi Zi  

2. sdsp(vi)sort(index) 

3. function dsp 

4.     nsize(vi), var(vi-μ)
2
/ n 

5.    a=(vi- μ)
3
/n 

6.    e= μ-∫(n. μ)/count 

7.    α= n.(a)+∫ (n.e.(3.var+e
2
)/(√(count*var) 

End 

The design of this algorithm assumes that a better statistical 

pattern can be only exploited if the variables vi of each fields are 

well defined.  The algorithm initially computes the size of the 

variables which offers dual advantage e.g. i) defining range of 

search (or mine) and ii) clear evaluation of dimensionality. The 

algorithm than computes the variance, which will offer 

advantage of showing all the points where data fluctuations are 

quite high. However, user has to clearly specify the inference of 

such fluctuation. Finally, the algorithm computes the asymmetry 

of distribution of data. All these information significant gives 

statistical pattern that assists in valuable knowledge extraction 

in Big data that are stored in distributed clusters over grids. 

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 

As the proposed system has emphasized on distributed 

mining approach, hence, it is essential to find the effectiveness 

of the outcome with respect to speed of the entire process. 

Hence, the study uses response time and computational cost as 

the main performance parameters. The study uses a synthetic 

database over 4GB RAM and core-i3 processor. Fig.6 shows 

the obtained outcome of mining response time which is 

observed by the processing time involved right from 

initialization to knowledge discovery of the system.  

 
Fig. 6 Analysis of Mining Response Time 

 

The prime reason behind the outcome is that MapReduce 

directly applies the data from mapper to the reducer which 

performs aggregation of all the processed data. However, 

MapReduce also consider some irrelevant data which 

unnecessarily increase the time of aggregation within the 

reducers. Hence response time is quite higher as compared to 

proposed SADM. On the other hand, although SADM 

incorporates two algorithmic stages (Algorithm-2 and 

Algorithm-3(option)), but can right mine only the data with 

higher significance level (Algorithm-1). This cut shorts 

maximum load on reducers and also enhances data quality. 

 
Fig. 7 Analysis of Computational Cost 

 

Fig.7 highlights the computational cost involved in the 

process. Different profiler as well as protocol analyzer can be 

used for this purpose to testify amount of network and system 

resources (e.g. buffer, CPU utilization, bandwidth allocated, 

etc.). A closer look into the outcome shows conventional 

MapReduce has incremental utilization trends whereas SADM 

has a very slow pace of resource dependencies.  Hence, lower 

cost with better data quality can be ensured using SADM. For 

better analysis, the study uses increased simulation rounds upto 

5000 where each simulation rounds are programmed to involve 

higher degree of incoming data packets. Hence, SADM is cost 

effective compared to existing MapReduce by simple change in 

its architecture. 

VII. CONCLUSION  

This paper has discussed about the problems associated with 
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Big Data and challenges that are required to be overcome in 

mining Big Data. A novel architecture called as SADM is 

introduced with a sole objective to perform distributed 

datamining by modifying certain features of standard software 

framework MapReduce. The paper has introduced 3 simple 

algorithms which overcomes the conventional limitations of 

MapReduce and make it more applicable while performing 

analysis over Big Data. Our analysis is carried out over 5000 

iterations to find that SADM ensured reduced time to generate 

knowledge and it has lesser dependencies on resources making 

it more cost effective. Our future work will be towards further 

exploring more features to be incorporated to enhance the 

distributed mining efficiencies and include more number of 

performance parameters to scale up the analytical potentials in 

grid infrastructure. 
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